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PRACTICAL
TIPS FOR
VIDEO
MEETINGS

This gives you a chance to work

chat functionality that allow participants

through any technical issues (if any) so

to write in comments and questions.

you are in the meeting on time. Also,

Determine at the start of the call if

being even a few minutes late feels

the chat will be monitored and ensure

much, much longer when virtual than

that your chat comments are relevant,

when in person.

succinct and clear. Remember that

Position the camera correctly.

chats may be saved as part of a call

The camera should be as close to eye
level as possible so people are seeing
you as they would in a face to face

communications.
Miscommunication just got easier.

The camera and microphone built

Social cues are more difficult and

into your laptop are probably

people can end up talking over each

sufficient.

other or misinterpret more easily than

a mic or earbuds, it will likely greatly
improve the sound quality and prevent
feedback.

an in-person meeting. Many people
won’t speak up because they don’t want
to talk over anyone else. Others plow
ahead regardless of who is talking. Any
lag in video or sound exacerbates the

Test your technology options.

situation. Also, make sure to clarify who

Your phone might work better for

is responsible for what by when at the

video calls than your computer or

end of every meeting.

vice versa. Microsoft Teams has a

Ask for input.

phone app, which may work better for

Your colleagues will be able to see the

joining meetings. This is a particularly

background behind you and what you

good option if your work computer is a

are wearing. Maintain professional

desktop without a camera or mic.

standards for dress and appearance.

are the same as other types of business

conversation.

However, if you have headphones with

Plan for the video call.

record, so your contributions via chat

Ensure that other participants can see
and hear you properly and check in with
your remote participants periodically
if you are running the call. They will

Mute yourself except when speaking.

appreciate the acknowledgment and

participants can see (and be distracted

This prevents background noise and

you will be better equipped to have

by) everything in view of the camera so

feedback from becoming a meeting

a more effective call with their active

take that into consideration of how you

distraction.

participation.

set up your workspace.

Use chat functions well.

Login five minutes early.

Many video conferencing options have

During video meetings, the other

Source: Baylor university
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HOW TO USE
SANITIZER

#STAYSAFE
#STAYHOME

PROTECT YOURSELF

1

2

3

APPLY THE
PRODUCT TO
THE PALM
OF ONE
HAND

RUB TIPS OF
EACH HAND
WITH PALM
OF OTHER
HAND

RUB HANDS
TOGETHER
UNTIL THEY
ARE DRY
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TIPS TO BE
PRODUCTIVE
WHEN
WORKING AT
HOME DURING
COVID-19
If you’re not used to working at home, it can take some getting used to new challenges that you might not have at the office.
It’s important to have a defined schedule and stick to it. Avoid sleeping in or lingering over breakfast, and get to work just as
if you’re driving across town to your office, although you might be walking into the next room. You might think blasting Lady
Gaga’s latest hit is the most productive way for you to work. Or loud noises could be the worst thing for you to stay focused
and get work done. Everybody is different. Some people work better in clutter while others can’t concentrate unless their
work space is tidy. Regardless of your personal style, here are some tips to facilitate adjusting to your new situation during
the coronavirus outbreak:
•

Confine your work space to a specific area in your home so your job doesn’t intrude into the lives of other household
members and you can concentrate. Have a space that you designate as your workstation instead of checking emails,
voicemails or texting in front of TV or spreading work out on the kitchen table. Make your space a stress-free zone of
quiet and solitude where you can concentrate. If you don’t have a separate room, find an area with minimum traffic flow
or a corner of a room off from the main area.

•

Block the neighbor’s barking mutt, excess noise from household members or ambient traffic with noise cancelling head
phones or ear buds. Studies show that a delicate blend of soft music combined with soothing nature sounds—such as
waterfalls, raindrops, a rushing brook or ocean waves—activates the calming part of your brain, helps you concentrate
and lowers heart rate and blood pressure

•

Go to the same designated place on a regular basis so your mind doesn’t wander, and you can focus and increase your
productivity. Establish water-tight psychological boundaries so you’re not constantly reminded of temptations around you
(there’s chocolate cake in the fridge) or unfinished personal tasks—such as doing laundry, vacuuming or organizing your
spice rack—that otherwise could compromise your productivity. And complete these personal activities outside of work
hours as you normally would.

•

Set water-tight physical boundaries around your designated work space that is off limits for housemates. Treat it as if it’s
five miles across town, and ask house members to consider it as such (e.g. no interruptions from another room when
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CONTINUED...
you’re engrossed in a project unless an emergency). If possible, only go to your designated space when you
need to work. Stick to a regular schedule, and keep your work space at arm’s-length after hours. Try to maintain
the same hours you log in at the office so you don’t get swallowed up by the workload.
•

After a reasonable day’s work, put away your electronic devices and work tools just as you would store carpentry
tools after building shelves or baking ingredients after making a cake. Keeping work reminders out of sight keeps
them out of mind and helps you relax and recharge your batteries.

•

Discourage personal intrusions. If you’re a teacher or doctor, friends don’t just stop by the office to chat, hangout or interrupt your work. But sometimes well-intended friends, family members and neighbors think working at
home is different. Interruptions and drop-ins can cause you to lose your focus, procrastinate or get behind on a
deadline. It’s important to prevent intrusions into your work space by informing others that although the location
of your job has changed, it is no different from any other profession requiring privacy and concentration. Notify
others that during at-home work hours you’re unavailable and cannot be interrupted. And let them know the after
hours when you’re available to connect.

•

Employ your video communications perhaps more than you normally would, now that you’re more isolated. Make
sure you have your company’s telecommuting devices—such as Zoom—hooked up and ready to go so you can
stay connected with team members or office mates and you’re available for video calls and teleconferencing. If
you start to feel lonely, consider setting up a support group of friends and colleagues who are also working at
home by satellite. Make plans to meet on a regular basis and share creative ways you’ve adjusted to the new
situation.

•

Avoid cabin fever. Now that you’re spending a disproportionate amount of time at home, get outside as much
as possible with gardening or walking around the block. Mounting research shows that spending time in nature
lowers stress, helps you relax and clears your mind. After work hours, enjoy other areas of your home: watching
a good movie, reading a book, or cooking a fun meal. And lead as much of a full social life as possible such
as having non-symptomatic friends over for dinner. The new normal is not to limit social devices but to take
advantage of them. Use Facetime, Facebook or Skype with friends and family members so you feel connected
to the people in your life that you care about.

•

Keep your attitude in check. Above all, be creative and don’t let your confined circumstances dwarf your tranquility,
happiness or productivity. Your greatest power is your perspective. It can victimize you or empower you. When
you look for the upside in a downside situation and figure out what you can control and what you can’t, it’s easier
to accept whatever is beyond your control. Your best ally is to find the opportunity in the difficulty during an
uncontrollable situation instead of the difficulty in the opportunity. Take advantage of this restrictive time to clear
clutter out of your basement, pull weeds in the garden or get caught up on fun hobbies you’ve neglected for a
while.

Source: Forbes.com
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BASIC TIPS
FOR VIDEO
OR CAM
RECORDING

Use Plenty of Light
Lighting makes a huge difference in the quality
of a finished professional video. If you don’t use
enough properly-placed light, your video will
look amateurish. If you’re filming in natural light,
do your best to get your footage in the morning
or evening when the light is softer. Midday light
coming from straight overhead can cast harsh
shadows on your subjects, while morning and
evening light is more flattering. Before you set up
your light sources, consider the effect you want
to create in your finished video. Do you want
your subject’s face entirely lit up (“soft” or “flat”
light), or do you want some shadows (“hard”
light)? Soft and hard light for professional
videos. Using lots of shadow looks dramatic,
and it can be distracting in professional videos
where drama isn’t the intended effect. Using
little or no shadow creates a more open and
straightforward vibe, which is usually better for
business and marketing videos. If you want to
use flat light in your video, balance two light
sources on either side of the camera. You can
place them either behind the camera or just in
front of it.
Use a Clean Background
Be deliberate about the background you use
for filming. Nothing looks less professional than

a messy or distracting background. One easy
way to get a professional look for your video is
to use a solid-coloured background. A wall, a
bedsheet, or a large sheet of backdrop paper
are all good options. Make sure your subject
stands several feet away from the backdrop to
avoid casting shadows on it. (A soft light behind
the subject highlights and removes distracting
shadows) It’s also a good idea to shoot a video
in a “professional” environment. Be careful
not to film with a window or another reflective
surface in the background of your shot. You
could inadvertently catch the camera in the
reflection. Besides that, having a light source
like a window behind your subject can make the
subject look dark and shadowy.
Prioritize Crisp, Clear Audio.
Your audio quality is actually more important
than your professional video quality. Most
people are willing to watch a video that’s not
shot in HD or that’s even a little grainy, as long
as everything else about it is good. But fuzzy,
indistinct audio is usually enough to make
anybody hit the “back” button within a few
seconds of starting to play a video. If possible
while you record video, record an exact copy of
the audio so that it can be spliced and edited
together. Capture clear audio by putting your
microphone as close to the subject as possible.
You might want to use a pop filter to eliminate
blips and crackles on the finished recording.
Be aware of any background noise that your
microphone might be picking up, too. It’s easy
to tune out things like traffic, birds, and even the
noise of the wind, but all of these sounds will be
very obvious on your recording.
Avoid Shaky Footage.
Shaky footage will make any professional video
look like a home movie (and it can make your
viewers feel seasick). It’s hard to hold a camera
completely steady, so try not to hold your
camera at all if you can help it. Instead, use a
tripod, or set your camera on a sturdy surface.
Once you’ve got your camera set up – DO NOT
move it unless you have to. Panning around
constantly detracts from the professional look
of a video.

Understand the Rule of Thirds.
The rule of thirds is one of the most basic
principles of film composition. Imagine that
there’s a 3-by-3 grid laid over the field you’re
filming. Instead of placing your subject right in
the middle of the shot, you should place your
subject along one of the lines of the grid. The
points where the lines intersect are particularly
strong areas of focus, so situate important
elements of the video there, if you can.
Use Your Phone the Right Way.
No DSLR camera? No problem. You can use
your phone to capture professional video
footage – the quality is just fine for most
purposes. But there are a few things in mind
if you’re going to use your phone for video
creation. Use the camera on the back of your
phone. The front camera’s quality is not as
good on most phones. PLEASE BE SURE TO
RECORD IN LANDSCAPE MODE - (that is,
horizontally instead of vertically). This will give
you footage that looks good on larger devices,
not just phone screens. If your phone has a
feature that allows you to overlay a grid on your
screen, use it.
Work On Your Camera Presence.
If you appear in your professional videos,
the way you carry yourself on camera has an
enormous impact on how professional your
content looks. Appearing nervous, fidgety, or
uncomfortable on camera will distract viewers
from your message. Use calm, open body
language. Stand up OR Sit UP straight – poor
posture is immediately obvious on camera.
Keep your shoulders back and your muscles
relaxed. Take deep breaths. Don’t cross your
arms, since this makes you look closed-off.
Smile, especially at the beginning of your video.
It makes a huge difference in how friendly you
seem. Slow down slightly when you talk, and
make an effort to enunciate clearly. Speak from
your diaphragm rather than your throat. If you
feel jittery, try using props to keep your hands
occupied.
Source: NewsStream
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#STAYSAFE
#STAYHOME

NUPTUAL
SERVICES
PRE & ANTI NUPTUAL AGREEMENTS
LIGHTING & MUSIC
GRAPHIC DESIGN
WEB DESIGN
VIDEO STREAMING
ENTERTAINMENT
VIDEOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOBOOTHS
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#STAYSAFE
#STAYHOME

EP DIGITAL
SERVICES
ONLINE MARKETING
GRAPHIC DESIGN
WEB DESIGN & HOSTING
IT / TECH SUPPORT
BUSINESS ANALYSIS
VIDEOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHY
VIDEO PRODUCTIONS
2D/3D ANIMATION
CONSTULTING
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#STAYSAFE
#STAYHOME

WASH YOUR
HANDS
• AFTER COUGHING
SNEEZING
• WHEN CARING FOR THE
SICK
• BEFORE, DURING & AFTER
FOOD PREPARATION
• BEFORE EATING
• AFTER TOILET USE
• WHEN HANDS ARE VISIBLY
DIRTY
• HANDLING ANIMALS OR
ANIMAL WASTE
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ABOUT US
MULTI-PORTFOLIO DESIGN AND PRODUCTION COMPANY - IT’S OUR BUSINESS
TO KNOW YOUR BUSINESS
EP DIGITAL SOUTH AFRICA IS THE ULTIMATE “ONE-STOP” MULTIPORTFOLIO DESIGN AND PRODUCTION COMPANY THAT OFFERS A NUMBER
OF BENEFICIALLY TAILORED SERVICES.

ALL SERVICES ARE MANAGED

IN-HOUSE TO ANY PRIVATE OR CORPORATE BUSINESS AS WELL AS
INDIVIDUALS.

EP DIGITAL SOUTH AFRICA HAS BEEN OPERATING SINCE

2014 AND WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON OUR QUICK, NO-NONSENSE TURN
AROUND TIME AND QUALITY OF WORK.

WE ONLY USE INDUSTRY-STANDARD

SOFTWARE, BECAUSE OUR CLIENTS DESERVE NOTHING BUT THE BEST.
WE TAKE OUR CATCHPHRASE, “IT’S OUR BUSINESS TO KNOW YOUR
BUSINESS”, VERY SERIOUSLY BECAUSE IT IS IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND
AND KNOW YOUR BUSINESS AS IF IT WERE OUR OWN, TO ENSURE THE BEST
RESULTS.

EP DIGITAL SOUTH AFRICA IS UNIQUE BECAUSE WE ARE ABLE TO FURNISH
MULTIPLE SERVICES TO ANY NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS AND/OR BUSINESSES,
AND IS SPECIALLY CUSTOMIZED TO SUIT YOUR EXACT REQUIREMENTS,
BUDGET AND SPECIFICATIONS.

CONTACT
INFO@EPDIGITAL.CO.ZA
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